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The paper presents a law of large numbers for the asymptotic macroscopic nonequilibrium 
dynamics of wide range exclusion processes with births and deaths on a random set of sites. 
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1. Introduction 
Stochastic interacting particle systems play an increasing role as microscopic mathe- 
matical models for dynamical systems in physics, chemistry, biology and other fields. 
For instance, the so called electron hopping transport in disordered materials can 
be modelled by interacting particle systems of the type which we will study in this 
paper. An important problem connected with such microscopic stochastic models 
is that of characterizing the macroscopic nonequilibrium dynamics of the particle 
concentration. 
Our approach here is to define the microscopic stochastic particle systems as a 
measure valued process and we prove by a law of large numbers that it converges 
in a suitable sense to a corresponding macroscopic deterministic measure valued 
process. 
We consider an infinite particle system the so called exclusion process. A basic 
version was introduced in [5] as a model for a lattice gas at infinite temperature. 
Let S denote a given countable random set of sites. The state space is (0, I}‘. 
Particles attempt to move independently according to a Markov kernel on the set 
of sites S but any jump which would take a particle to an already occupied site is 
suppressed. That means there is always at most one particle per site. If n, E (0, l}” 
denotes the configuration of the particles at time t 2 0, then {x E S: n,(x) = 1) is the 
* The paper was finished during a stay at the ‘Institut fiir Dynamische Systeme’ of the University of 
Bremen in 1986. 
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set of occupied sites at this time. The particles jump on S according to the following 
rules: 
(1.1) a particle at a site x waits an exponential time with given parameter; 
(1.2) at the end of this time it chooses a site y E S with probability p(x, y); 
(1.3) if y is vacant, it jumps to y, whereas if y is occupied it stays at x. 
We note that an exclusion interaction is introduced on otherwise independent 
continuous time Markov chains on S. An extensive literature on exclusion processes 
has been developed. The most comprehensive treatments of this subject are given 
in [4] and in [l]. 
The exclusion process is most completely understood in the symmetric case when 
p(x, y) = p(y, x). In the literature it is mainly considered as continuous-time Markov 
process on the state space of configurations of the particles. In the following we 
introduce the exclusion process as a measure valued process. We will also consider 
the nonsymmetric case. 
In our model the set of sites is described by a point process which is fixed from 
the beginning. The jump intensity of the particles does not depend on the mean 
number of sites. Therefore we call our model a wide range exclusion process. 
Furthermore, births and deaths of particles may occur with given intensities. In any 
case the exclusion property ensures that at most one particle stays at each site. 
Our aim is the investigation of the asymptotic nonequilibrium dynamics of the 
particle measure when the mean number of sites tends to infinity. 
2. Set of sites 
For unexplained notation we refer the reader to [2] and [3]. Here (a, 9, P) 
denotes a complete probability space and F= (.9,),a0 is an increasing right- 
continuous family of complete sub-u-fields of 9. B(E) represents the Borel-o- 
algebra of a topological space E and Q is a closed bounded domain of the Euclidean 
spaceRd,dE{1,2,. . .}. For L E (0, ~0) we denote by CL the set of uniformly bounded 
Lipschitz-continuous functions g] Q + [ - 1, l] with 
lg(u)-g(q)l~Llq-ul (2.1) 
for all q, u E Q, using the usual Euclidean norm. 
Let A be a given o-additive measure on %‘(Q) with: 
A(Q)= 1, (2.2) 
which we call asymptotic distribution of sites. 
Further, (N,),,, denotes a sequence of gO-measurable simple countining 
measures on 93(Q), the so called counting measures of sites, where any two sites 
do not have the same location. We assume for each LE (0, ~0) that 
(2.3) 
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We note that the parameter n can be interpreted as the mean number of sites. For 
all n > 1 we suppose the boundedness of the fourth moment of the normalized 
number of sites, namely 
B(~Z%(Q))I~K<CQ (2.4) 
The quantity N,, represents the random medium within our model. There exists a 
large class of suitable deterministic grids or other simple point processes fulfilling 
the conditions (2.2-4). 
In the following lemma we establish condition (2.3) for the case that IV,, is a 
Poisson point process with absolute continuous intensity measure nA. 
Lemma 2.5. If N,, is a Poisson pointprocess with absolute continuous intensity measure 
nA with A(Q) = 1, then (2.3) is satisjed. 
Proof. Let [r] denote the integer part of a real variable r. We introduce a partition 
of Q into [r~“~] disjoint subsets Qi, i E (1,. . . , [n”‘]} such that for all i E 
(1,. . . , [A]} we have 
A(Qi)CK,n-“2 (2.6) 
and there is a qi E Qi with 
sup [q - q,( i K2n-“2d. (2.7) 
qcQ, 
Then, for each n > 1 and LE (0, co), 
G K3[n’/2]2n~2nK,n-“2+ K5n-“d 
c K,n-“2f K,n-‘Id, 
holds, and (2.3) follows. 0 
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3. Exclusion process 
Let us fix the mean number of sites n > 1. We introduce three F-adapted Poisson 
counting measures p,,, pu, and ii,, which will drive our exclusion process. For details 
we refer the reader to [2] and [3]. 
The so called ‘possible’ jumps of particles are generated by the F-adapted (right 
continuous with left hand limits) Poisson counting measure CL,, on B([O, co))@ 
93 (Q) 0 S?3 (Q) which is characterized by its intensity measure 
v,(dr, du, dq) = n-‘w(u, q)N,,(du)iV,,(dq) dt. (3.1) 
This means that p,(dt, du, dq) is equal to 1 if there is a ‘possible’ jump from du 
into dq at time t; otherwise it is 0. 
According to the exclusion condition not all ‘possible’ jumps generate a jump of 
a particle. A ‘possible’ jump from du into dq at t yields only a jump of a particle 
if just before t there is a particle at u and the site at q is vacant. In all other cases 
the jumps generated by p,, are excluded. 
That means, a particle at u waits an exponential time with parameter 
P,(U) = w(u, 4); N,(dq). 
At the end of this time it chooses a site q with probability 
Pn(U, 4) =; 4% 9)IPn(U). 
If q is vacant, then it jumps to q, while if q is occupied it stays at u. 
The ‘possible’ births (resp. deaths) of particles are generated by the F-adapted 
Poisson counting measure i& (p,,, resp.) which is defined on B([O, cc)) 0 %I( Q) and 
characterized by the intensity measure 
v,(dt, du) = w(u)N,,(du) dt (3.2) 
(resp. 
_v,(dt, du) x qv(u)N,,(du) dt). (3.3) 
If there is a ‘possible’ birth (resp. death) at time t in u, then a birth (resp. death) 
of a particle takes place only when u is vacant resp. occupied). 
We assume that pL,, &, and CL,, are independent, and for w, W and w appearing 
in (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) the following conditions hold with a given constant BE (0, ~0): 
Iw(u, q,)-w(u, q*)l+lw(q,, u)-w(q,, u)l+l”21(q1)-~(q*)l 
+Iw(q,) - w(q*)l =S Blq, - 421 (3.4) 
and 
w(u, Sl), W(u), w(u) E IO, 11, (3.5) 
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for all U, ql, q2 E Q. This means that w( U, . ), w( *, u), W, y are positive and elements 
of c,. 
We introduce the exclusion process LEn as the F-adapted family 2 = {Z,,,},ZO of 
the counting measures Zn,, (on B(Q)) of the particles at time t E [0, a). 
The initial value of the exclusion process Z,, is given by the SO-measurable 
counting measure .Z,,O where we assume for all AE B(Q) P-a.s. that 
0~ L&,,,(A)~ N,,(A). (3.6) 
This means that .J& is absolutely continuous with respect to N,,. 
The sites are fixed from the beginning and because of (2.4) their number is finite 
P-a.s. The dynamics of the particles is based on the F-adapted (right continuous 
with left hand limits) Poisson counting measures p,,, I*,,, 6, which have finite 
intensities (see (3.1.3) and (3.5)). For given t E (0,~) a realization of pn is described 
by the three component sequence 
CTi, ui, qr)it(l,...,k)r 
where k denotes the number of ‘possible’ jumps within the time interval (0, t], 7, 
denotes the time of the i-th ‘possible’ jump, Ui is the site where the i-th ‘possible’ 
jump starts and q, denotes the site to which it jumps. 
Furthermore, we have the realization of &, and CL,,, resp., on (0, t] given by the 
two component sequence (?,, ijl)ie~l,...,~) and (_7,, _~r)~~(r,...,~), resp. where I? and _k 
denote the corresponding number of births and deaths, resp. on (0, t]; 7, and ~~ 
describe the time of the i-th birth and death, resp; qi and _ui denote the site of the 
i-th birth and death, resp. 
If we write 6, for the Dirac measure at u E Q and use the above notation, then 
Z,,, is P-as. given by the recursive relation 
(3.7) 
Here Zfi,,- denotes the left hand limit of T,, at 7: We note that Z,, is right continuous, 
piecewise constant and uniquely determined P-a.s. The first term on the right hand 
side of the above equation represents the initial situation. The second term reflects 
the jumps of the particles, where we have only jumps from occupied sites into 
vacant sites. The third term describes the births of particles but only at vacant sites; 
and finally the fourth term gives the deaths of particles which occur only at occupied 
sites. 
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Because of (3.6) and the exclusion dynamics described above we easily note that 
(3.8) 
[31) 
for all t 2 0 and A E 9(Q) we have P-as. that 
0s =%,,(A) s N(A), I 
which means, at most one particle occupies each site. 
By the use of stochastic integrals with respect to p,,, fin and CL,, (see [2] and 
we can write equation (3.7) for all t 3 0 in the form 
f 
=z., = ,re,,o + 
111 
(6, - &W’ti,s-({ul)(l -%,sc({ql))pn(ds, du, dq) 
0 QQ 
f 
+ 
II 
&Al -%,s-({ql))iL(ds, dq) 
0 Q 
l-‘T 
This stochastic equation describes the evolution of the measure valued exclusion 
process driven by the Poisson counting measures IL,,, &, and p,,. 
In the following we will study the asymptotic nonequilibriim dynamics of the 
above described wide range birth and death exclusion process in random media. 
4. Mean occupation rate 
Let 0 = supp A denote the support of the measure A. 
In the following lemma we will define the so called mean occupation rate H. 
Later H( t, q) will be interpreted as the asymptotic probability that a site at g E 0 
is occupied at time f. 
We introduce the differential equation 
$z0,q)=(l-H(I,q)) 
U 
w(u, q)H(f, u)A tdu) + w(q) 
Q > 
- H(f, 4) 
(I 
w(q, u)(l -ff(t, u))A(du)+ w(q) 
Q > 
for all t > 0 and q E 0 with initial condition 
H(O, 9) E [O, 11 
for all q E 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Lemma 4.3. For each T E (0, 03) the differential equation (4.1) with initial condition 
(4.2) has a unique solution HJ[O, T] x 0 + [0, 11 which we call mean occupation rate. 
Proof. It is well known that the linear differential equation 
$h,=(l-h,)a,-h,b, (4.4) 
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t > 0, with positive continuous and bounded a, E [0, K] and b, E [0, K], K CO;), and 
initial condition 
k0E r0,11 (4.5) 
has a unique continuous solution h/[O, 00) + (-CO, CO). Because of the continuity of 
h, the initial value from [0, l] and the properties 
&h,SO for h,=l 
and 
;h,zO forh,=O, 
it follows for all t 3 0 
h, E LO, 11. (4.6) 
Let us now construct a solution of the differential equation (4.1) by successive 
approximation. We have 
HJ(C 4) = H(O, 4)Y 
$&(r,q)=(l-H,(0)) w(u, q)M-r(f, uM(du)+ s(q) 
> 
-ffk(f, 4) 
(I 
w(q, u)(l - Hk-l(c uM(du) + w(q)) 
Q > 
with 
K(O, 4) = H(O, 9) 
for all t E [0, T], q E 0, k E { 1,2, . . .}. 
(4.9) 
In the case that k = 1 the equation (4.8) together with (4.9) has for all q E 0 the 
properties of equation (4.4) together with (4.5) and we can conclude that there _ 
exists a continuous unique solution Hi)[O, T] x Q + [0, 11. By induction we obtain 
for each k z 1 a continuous unique &][O, T] x 0 + [0, l] solving (4.8) together with 
(4.9). We note that we have for all k 2 0, t E [0, T] and q E 0, 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
ffk(f, 4) E ro, 11. 
ForkE{O,l,...}andtE[O,T]weset 
(4.10) 
df) = os;P, “,t$ iHk+,(h q) - ffk(s, q)(. 
=S=S 
(4.11) 
ForkE{1,2,. . .},q~ oand t~[0, T]weobtainfrom(4.8),(4.9),(3.5)and(4.10)that 
iHk+ltt, q)-Hk(h 4)) 
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“‘(U, qlHkts, u)A(du)+ c’(4) 
> 
- Hk+l(S, 4) (I W(q, U)(l - Hk(s, u)M(du)+ W(q) Q > 
-(I -Hk(s, 9)) (I +“(U, q)Hk-l(s, uM(du)+ g(q) Q > 
+ Hk(S, 4) (I w(q, u)(l- ffk--I(% u)M(du)+ w(q) ds Q )I I t 
c c, I 
t 
Pk(S) ds + c, Pk-I(S) ds 
0 I 0 
and it follows that 
Pktt) s c, 
I 
I 
PktS) ds + cz 
0 I 
I 
Pk--I(S) ds. 
0 
For t E [0, T], k E {1,2,. . .}, we get by the Gronwall inequality 
pkcf) s exp {Clr) . CZ 
I 
I 
pk-l(s) ds. 
0 
On the other hand we obtain in a similar way to the above, 
and it follows for all k E (0, 1, . . .} that 
p/JT)c C,(K,* T)k/K! (4.12) 
with K7=exp{C,T}- C,. 
We observe that Hk converges for k + co uniformly on [0, T] x 0. The 
continuous with respect to t and we have for all (t, q) E [0, T] x C$ that 
limit H is 
lim Hk(t,q)=H(C,q)EIO,l]. 
k-m 
(4.13) 
Now it is easy to see that H, satisfies also (4.1) and (4.2). To prove uniqueness, let 
YI and Y2 satisfy (4.1) and (4.2). Then by the same calculations as above we have 
for t E [0, T] that 
I 
I 
q,= SUP s~pI~,~~,q~-~~~~,q~l~~~,+~~~ 
ossst qeCj 
4. ds. 
0 
Now it is easy to conclude that for all (t, q) E [0, T] x 0 we have 
Y,(r, 9) = Yz(r, 9). 
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5. Law of large numbers 
Let us introduce the deterministic measure valued process 
ci = {I%( .)}tzo = 
11 
H(t, u)A(du) . 
I r--0 
The following law of large numbers shows that fi describes asymptotically for n + ~0 
the mean macroscopic nonequilibrium dynamics of the exclusion process _Y,,. 
Theorem 5.1. If we assume 
g(q) ; Z,o(dq) - J 
2 
lim E sup (I g(q)&(dq) > = 0, (5.2) n+as PGCL Q Q 
then it follows for each T E [0, 00) that 
lim E sup E 
n-m gtCl_ 
g(q) ; %,,(dq) - J g(q)&(dq) Q 
(5.3) 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 7. The above result shows that, 
for each Lipschitz-continuous bounded test function ge C, and t E [O, T], the 
random variable 
J Q g(q) ; %,(dq) 
converges in the mean square sense for n + co uniformly with respect to t to 
J Q g(q)ff(t, qM(dq) = J &Add. Q 
We know from Lemma 4.3 that this limit is uniquely determined via the differential 
equation (4.1) together with 4.2. Because of the above law of large numbers we can 
interpret H given in (4.1) and (4.2) as the mean occupation rate of the wide range 
birth and death exclusion process in random medium. 
6. Occupation rate 
To prepare the proof of Theorem 5.1 we will define the so called occupation rate 
R, in Lemma 6.3 for n > 1. 
For q E 6 = supp N,, and t > 0 let the differential equation 
$W,q~=WW,q)~ 
(I Q 
4% q)R,(t, u>; M,(du) + G’(q) 
> 
- R(t, q) 
(I 
w(q,u)(l-R,(t,u))~~~(du)+~(q) 
> 
(6.1) 
Q 
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with initial condition 
Rl(O, 4) = z”,O({q>) (6.2) 
be given. 
By analogous arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 we can verify the following 
assertion. 
Lemma 6.3. For each n > 1 and TE (0, CO) the difSerentia1 equation (6.1) together with 
(6.2) has p-ax a unique .90-measurabEe 
occupation rate. 
The next lemma gives us a relation 
occupation rate R, 
Lemma 6.4. For each T E [0, CO), 
solution R,([O, T] x d,, + [0, 11 which we call 
between the exclusion process JEn and the 
1 \*I \ 
lim E sup E sup 
n-cc ?z~Cl. ( (I OSrST Q 
g(q)(=%,,({qI) - R,(t, s)) ; N,(dq)) 1%) = 0. 
(6.5) 
Proof. Let us fix n> 1, t E[O, T] and gE C,. Because of (3.9) and (6.1), (6.2) we 
can write P-a.s. that 
z n.r.g 
.- .- 
I Q 
g(q)(-%,,,({q)) - R(t, 9)) $ K(dq) 
, 
zz 
111 
’ (g(s)-g(u))~n,s-({u))(l -=%,s-({q~)bn(d~, du, dq) 
0 Q Qn 
t 
+ 
il 
o .+ g(q)(l -Zd{ql))@.,(dS, dq) 
I 
- 
!I 
o Q $ d~vfrl.s - W)pn(dS, dq) 
t 
- 
lls ‘JQQ 
(g(q) -g(u))w(u, q)Rn(s-, u)(l- R(sp, 4)) $ Nn(du); Wdq) ds 
t 
- 
II 0 Q 
dq)*(q)(l -R,(s-, q)); W(dq) ds 
+ dq)dq)R,(s-, 9); Nz(dq) ds (6.6) 
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where, for all A E 93(Q) and t E [0, T] we have on account of Lemma 6.3 that 
0~ i,,,(A) = &(c 4); N,(d+f N,(A). (6.7) 
Obviously, {Zn,c,g~t~~O,T~ is an F-semimartingale (see [2] and [3]). By the use of the 
It6 formula we obtain 
f 
z’,,,, = 
111 I[ 0 QQ 
(g(q)-g(u))~+z~,,,, I’-z:,,-,,)%-w~ 
~(1 -=%,s-({q)))~n(d~, du, dq) 
, 
+ 
II i[ 0 Q 
g(q) ++z,s-,g ]2-&,}0 -=Z,,s-~{q~~~iL~d~, dq) 
+ ]‘-Z2,,,-.S)~~,r(jg))lL,(dS, dg) 
(g(q) -g(u))w(u, qk,,-)(dq) 
- I, gOw(d( $ =%- - k,,-)O] ds
+’ j-’ [j 1 
nO QQ 
(g(q) -du))‘w(u, s> $fn,,-(du)(; Nn -$Z,,,-)(dy) 
+ dd2G) f (Nn -Z,,-I(+) + I Q g(d2w(s) i Zddq) ds I 
+ W,,,. (6.8) 
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Here f 
M fi,&f = 1si[ OQQ -$ (g(q) -n(u))‘i-; (g(q) -du))Zn,s-,g =%,s-({ul) 1 
. (1 -=%,.~d{ql))(w, - c,)(ds, du, dq) 
, + 51[ 0 Q -$ idd2-; g(q)Zn,s-,, %,s-({ql)(pn -sx)(ds, dq) 1 
(6.9) 
is an F-martingale with quadratic characteristic 
(MT,), = \;l,l, [ $ z (g(q) - n(4)‘+; (g(q) - S(.))l,.,12~~,,((.}) 
. (1-~n,s-({s>))c,(d~, du, dq) I + ii[ ~~(~)2+~~(dZ,,s-,g ' l-~~ -((q))u,(ds,dq! eon I 
1 
2 
+ Z,,sA{ql)_vn(ds,dq). (6.10) 
Applying the Doob inequality and (3.6), (2.1) and (3.5) we get from (6.8) and the 
independence of CL,,, @,, and F,, that 
+ 
i 
’ E(tZ,,,-,gl{lZ,,,~,,,I+ I.%,.~-,gtvlll~o) ds 
0 
+ I?, + ip2 (6.11) 
with 
pn,s-,g = k(q)-g(u))w(u, g) ; =Z,,,-(du) ; Nr, -f =%,s- (dq) (’ (’ ) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
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and because of (6.10) (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) that 
k = E(@L,,),l~0) 
,liKJ- LN (Q)+ IN(Q) 2+ IN(Q) 3+ IN(Q) 
n (n * (n ” > (n * > (n n )‘I 
(6.14) 
Using (3.6) and (2.1) we have the estimate 
~(~2,,,-$%) 
W-(+(Q) lu(lQ(fi(q)-g(u))w(u,q)(~~~,~~-R,,)(du))2~N~(dq) 
+f Nn(Q) I, (I, (g(q)-du)h(q, 4(; 1.,--k-)(d4)2; N,(dq) 1%) 
+UQ) I, E( jQ (g(q) -g(u>Mu, d(i %,.c - d,,-)W))z 
+(lo(g(q)-g(u))w(q,u)(~~~,.~--R,,-)(du))2lr,,)fN.(dq). (6.15) 
By the use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain now from (6.11), (3.5) 
and (3.4) that 
2’,,, := sup 2’,,,, 
get, 
s sup K4 ' (E(Z2,,,-,,l~O))"2[(E(~~,~~,~l~~))1'2 
FStC, I 0 
+(E(z',,,-,,,I~~))"*+ (E(Z~,,,-,,,I~O))~‘~I~~ 
-I- d, + ii y 
s K, 
I 
’ (z’2,,,)“2[( sup E(P’,,,-,,~~o))“2+(~2,,,)“2] ds 
0 &TECL 
t-d,+&? 
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We note that$(g(*)-g(u))w(u;),$(g(u)-g(*))w(.,u)ECLfor all UEQ, and it 
follows with (6.15), (6.13) and (6.14) that 
Now, by the Gronwall inequality and (2.4), (2.3) it follows that 
lim E.?~,=s lim Z& 
n-cc n+m 
[(E(~N~(Q)-l)2)“‘(E(‘N~(Q))“)1’2+n-l~2]=0. 
q 
7. Proof of Theorem 5.1 
From (4.1), (4.2), (6.1), (6.2) and (6.7) we obtain for n> 1, TE[O, co), LE[B,~), 
t E [0, T] and g E CL that 
2 
R,(c 4) ; Nn(dq) - H(f, qM(&) 
1) 
(5 > 
2 
= 
dd(& - fitjt)(W Q 
+.s,W(+n-fin,.) (dq) - %W(A -&NW 
1 
- g(q)(*(q) + w(q))(kz,s - fi )kW 
+ jQ dqMY)(; Nn -+dq)) ds.
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k(q)-du))w(u, 9) [ (k,s-ci,W)NW 
GbkJW - Ut,, - &)kW&,(W 
-&s - ~s)(~q)lj,W 
1 
_ g(q)(w(q)+ w(q))&, - &Wd 
(7.1) 
Using (6.7) and (2.2) it follows that 
s V;,o,g + K2 V;,r,$‘* 
!gaC, orrss ( ( 
2+1- l+&(Q) 
)) 
+(~~~(I,p’4’(t~~-~~)~dq’~)“* 
x I++,(Q) 
( )I 
ds 
f 
=s V:,o,, t- K, SUP SUP V:,,, ds 
gsc, osrss 
+KJ{ ~~N.(Q~-lj(+AQJ+l) 
+(tN.(~)+l)(~~~(~Qg(q)(fN.,-/L)(dq))2)1’2(l+~~~(q))}. 
(7.2) 
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Then with the help of (2.4) we get 
c”,,, = E sup sup V’,,,, 
gtC, O_s=St 
t 
G iyo+ K, 
I 
e’,,, ds 
0 
2 l/2 2 l/2 
+K,T 
I( ( 
E ;N,(Q)-I 
>> cc 
E $‘W+l 
>> 
+(E~~~(~~g(q)(fN,ll)(dq))‘)“’ 
x E h’&(Q)+1 
(( 
4 l/2 
n H I 
I 
I 
6 f”,,o+ K3 v;,, ds 
+~~~(E~~~(~~g~~~(~~~-A)~d~~)2)1’2. 
Applying the Gronwall inequality we obtain 
%c &,r( %,o+( E,“:z (I, &I(; N,, -I)oqI)2)“2). 
Now it follows from (5.2), (6.2) and (2.3) that 
lim q’n,T. = 0. 
n-cc 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
Combining (7.1), (7.3), (7.4) and Lemma 6.4 we have finally that 
lim E~~~E(o~~~(l,g,,,(~~“,~-tj,)(dq))21~o) 
n-ao 
S21im EsupE ( 
( (I 
sup 
Os;rST o 
g~~~~%,r~~~~~ - K(r, 4)) + N.(dqI)l so) + %) 
n+m \ gecl 
= 0. cl 
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